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Oh I just think he is ill thought Mark but he wanted to go off to the Campbells
house to see if he was there.
After school he went over to the Campbells house he rang the bell but there
was no answer he rang it again but there was still no answer he opened the
door and gently said hello?
He looked around and he started walking along an ear achingly squeaky
corridor but then suddenly he fell through an old dusty trapdoor into a freezing
basement where he found Polly and Jacob!
He raced over to free them from the chains he was so relieved to see them
again but there was no time to talk they raced up the stairs and along the
corridor but only to be confronted by a count Dracula he was getting ready to
drink there blood the kids ran up the stairs into the loft they climbed through a
hatch onto the roof quickly Mark whipped his phone and called his grandad in
the RAF to come and pick them up from the spooky house.
Whilst they had been talking the Dracula had caught up with them tiles fell but
then suddenly there was a roar of a plane engine and out of the clouds Marks
grandpa was in his plane the Junker 1-o-7.
Then suddenly the Dracula took a swoop at the children but then grandpa
swooped them up from the spooky old house but that was not the end of it the
count Dracula turned into a bat and flew after them in pursuit they were all
very scared.
The sun was rising and Mark knew that the sun would burn him he flew back
his coffin in disgrace!

Once they were safely on the ground Mark thanked his grandpa for rescuing
them from the house and then grandpa flew back to base then the kids walked
home they were walking in the path of a mummy the Mummy groaned and
Zapped Jacob with his finger and Jacob turned into a Mummy as well!
Mark and Polly were very frightened then Polly had a flashback she had been
told a story about a girl who was turned into a mummy and the story told her
how to release the curse of a mummy!
Polly quickly whispered to Mark how to destroy the curse and they agreed on a
strategy to put the plan into action.
The Mummy was by this time very close Mark and Polly ran away as fast as
they could and they hid in an old alleyway.
The mummy was searching for them steadily but surely once the mummy was
in view of the kids they put their plan into action Polly leapt out of a little
alleyway and shook Jacob and he turned back to himself Polly was relieved that
he was back to normal.
Jacob was told where they were hiding they both rushed back to tell them
what had just happened to Jacob once they had finished explaining they heard
the unmistakable groaning of the mummy!
Mark needed to think fast if they didn't want to be turned into a mummy
quickly Polly told them an idea to defeat mummy.
Polly asked Mark and Jacob if they could find a fishing rod in one of the bins
when they had found a fishing rod Polly climbed up the drain pipe and called
on the mummy and when the mummy was in position she threw down the line
and it caught the mummies soft cloth when it was fully attached Polly pulled on
the line which unravelled the mummies cloth.
Once the cloth was all unravelled they noticed that it was a robot and then the
truth struck them it was all fake monsters the Campbells made them to look
like real monsters so they would scare the victims away in to the basement
where they were put in chains and made into pies Mark decided that it would
be a good idea to check the time because he didn't want his mum and dad to
wonder where he was neither did Polly or Jacob they ran home to find no one

there they were very confused it was not like their parents to be away and not
lock the door.
Then the truth unravelled it was their own parents were the Campbells they
were horrified that their own parents had betrayed them!
Polly said that it was not safe to go into or near the house or they would end
up in the place they started.
It was a cold day for the friends they did not go anywhere near the house of
the Campbells after school Jacob decided to go to the park with Mark and Polly
to have a game of football.
It was a warm but chilling game at the end they were exhausted Mark picked
up the ball and felt something push the sides of the ball Mark told Polly and
Jacob that the ball had something wriggling around inside it Jacob thankfully
had a knife on him so he cut open the ball and instantly a ghost escaped and
soared up into the sky cackling.
Mark and Polly sprang into action Jacob said that he had seen a few planks just
up the hill with and abandoned truck with the keys still in so Mark got into the
truck and started the engine suddenly there was a loud bang and the back of
the truck blew up!
Polly ran towards the truck to help Mark but Mark had already got out of the
truck by the time Polly had got there he told Jacob and Polly that they could
not use the truck to lift the planks so they had to use their hands it was a heavy
and hard job to do but somebody had to do it once the planks were in position
the ghost raced straight for them but he did not know that the planks were set
to trap him because as soon as he was so close Mark would jump out of the
way and then use Jacobs knife to cut a rope which pulls the truck down into a
pit which the ghost flew into and was flattened by the truck all of the friends
celebrated about their victory over all of the monsters Mark decided that it was
a good idea to head back to the town.
So they all lived happily ever after ….or did they find out soon.
The End
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